Methods are discussed for studying binary quadratic forms by use of quaternions derived from the ternary quadratic form f=x'-yz.
1. Introduction. In this paper we show how quaternions obtained from a certain ternary quadratic form / may be employed in the study of binary quadratic forms. We use the (ormf = x2-yz because <Z = 4(det /) = -1, whence all binary quadratic forms are open to scrutiny. The same methods may be applied using other ternary forms/, only the condition | d\ > 1 precludes application of the methods to binary quadratic forms of certain discriminants. The techniques of this article borrow from a procedure introduced by Gordon Pall in [5] which uses quaternions in the familiar Lipschitz ring of integral quaternions to study the representations of a positive integer as a sum of three squares. I wish to thank Professor Pall, my teacher, for his suggestions concerning this material.
2.
Preliminaries. An integral ternary quadratic form/= ¿~^i,}-a^XiXj (the sum is taken from 1 to 3, as will be the case with all sums henceforth) gives rise to a quaternion algebra 9t = 9Î(/) = Q[l, ii, i2, ¿3] iQ = rational numbers) and an integral order R = Rif) = Z[l,ji,j2,jî] contained in 9Î. The basal elements ii, i2, is have the multiplication i4$ = -AT, + ¿_, aktih', isir = -A,r -¿_, aktik; k k where (Ay) =adj (a¿j), and (r, s, t) is a cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3). Also, j* = 4 +1«*, k=l, 2, 3, where £i, e2, e3 are chosen 0 or 1 according as 2a2i, 2ai3, 2ai2 are even or odd, respectively. An element a =¿^ XkiicEffi such that xx, x2, xzEZ, is said to be "purely integral"; "purely primitive" if, in addition, (*i, x2, x¡) = 1. In the casef = x2-yz, [January j\ = ii + h, J2=Í2, jz=iz, and adj /= -\ix2 -iyz). Thus the "Brandt norm-form" of R (cf. [ó] ) is given by F = ix0 + hlZ xictk) + adj/ = x0 + x0xi + x2x3, which is the "norm" Na of a = x0+ ¿Z #*/*■ Fls indefinite and fundamental, and thus, since d= -1 (cf.
[ó],Theorem 3 and the remark on p. 293), given an integer m and a quaternion aER such that m\ Na, there is a unique (up to left unit factors) element ßER of norm m such that ß is a right divisor of a. The multiplication in R is as fol- Proof. See Lemma 14 of [5] . Q.E.D. Any two equivalent forms \p determine the same process.
Proof.
(_?J) and matrices of the type (¿Î) generate SL2iZ).
Q.E.D. of article 235 of Gauss' Disquisitiones arithmeticae [4] .
Conversely, suppose F=ff via the bilinear substitution _ YP P' P" P'"l "lq q' q" q'"\'
and that all three forms are primitive of discriminant d. Butts and Estes in [l] pointed out that pq"-qp" = a', p'q'"-q'p'" = c'. And, in fact, if we choose er, t by T= r(tr, t) (i.e., t0 = q", Uo = p', h = p -q", Ui = q'"-p', etc.), then Ncr = c', Nr = a', b'/2+o¿if) =ar, and ra(/)f = a'aiF). We remark in passing that, evidently, quaternionic and Gaussian composition coincide over every domain which admits composition in the Gauss sense. The following lemma allows us to identify quaternion and Gaussian composition even in the case when discriminants are not equal. We illustrate by using these methods to derive some results obtained by Butts and Pall in [2] .
We can, in view of (4.3), map a given primitive class C of binary quadratic forms of discriminant dv2 onto a unique primitive class D of discriminant d; simply take D = C(r\), where a(C)=Tnf,
Nr=v>0. An easy argument shows that this factorization is essentially unique. According to Theorem 2.5 in [2] , this corresponds to the function C->CId. in Rd' such that A'Rd = A is given by (5.2).
